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Hey sista! I’m a luxury destination photographer, graphic
designer, and business entrepreneur.

I love big earrings, pastries, comfy pants, traveling like a local,
and crushing the dance floor. Though my home is in Ohio,
my bags are always packed for an adventure. Whether through
photography, styling decor, or being a bridesmaid, I have been
supporting love stories for over 11 years. And I absolutely
cannot wait to cheer yours on, too.
I started Bohio to take action on a few of the things I love most:
free-spirited aesthetics, sustainability, and service.

WELCOME,
FRIEND
I’m so pumped you’re here.

This is more than just a savvy option for your event decor. This
is a way to create a feeling like no other, to invite your guests
into a warm, nostalgic space that doesn’t feel so far away. Bohio
was built for the environmentally conscious dreamers with a
heart for hospitality and vision as vast as the open sky.
If you’re ready to make the space of your dreams a reality, you’re
in the right place, friend. And I’m here for you, every step of
the way.
India Jade McCue
Owner | Bohio Rentals
India Jade, LLC

HOW IT WORKS
Are you dreaming of a wanderlust, drool-worthy elopement somewhere out
West? Or maybe a boho bridal shower to leave your guests dreaming of a
simpler, warmer time?
You’re exhausted from:
•
•
•
•

having a drool-worthy Pinterest board with no idea on how to achieve it
paying high prices for decor you’ll only use one time
struggling to find storage and transporting items in the middle of the bustle
ordering mass-made items with less-than-ideal production ethics

You want the bohemian touch at your gathering, but are limited by mileage,
budget, and let’s be real, figuring out all the logistics.
Well sister, you can breath deep because Bohio was built just for you. We bring
bohemian, western decor to your Ohio celebration.
Here’s how it works:
1. Select the items you would like to rent
2. Submit the Bohio form on the website, or email us noting the desired items
and project date(s).
3. We’ll respond with confirmed availability, your rental agreement, and
payment options.
4. Once your rental is confirmed, we’ll schedule your pickup/delivery time.
5. After the event, return the items in their best condition.
There’s no need to settle for less when you’ve always dreamt of a wanderlust
celebration with the ones you love.
You can now:
• bring your Pinterest visions to life
• support a sustainable option that increases the lifecycle of gorgeous items
• rest easy knowing you don’t have to figure out storage for huge items in the
middle of the chaos
• gain peace of mind knowing you’re supporting a local, women-owned &
operated business
Create the eclectic, curated space of your dreams and set the backdrop for
memories that will last a lifetime.
Browse the full collection of Bohio Rentals right here!
P.S. Worried about time?! Unless otherwise stated, all rental prices cover
possession for up to 48hrs.

THE
CATALOGUE
These curated items are the current collections available for rent in central Ohio.
Keep in mind as styles change and new items are acquired, additional pieces will be
added. For the most up to date look, keep an eye on our Instagram @bohio_rentals.

COLLECTIONS

COLLECTION B.
—

WICKER SEATING TRIO (COUCH + 2 CHAIRS) | $110

COLLECTION A.
—

WOODEN TRIANGLE ARBOR + ANY RUG | $160

Collection notes:
This wooden triangle arbor was
handmade and stands about 8ft tall
when assembled. Instructions and
hardware come with it and must be
returned in like new condition.

COLLECTION C.
—

SILVER VINTAGE CHEST + BLUE AREA RUG | $60

Collection notes:
By nature, wicker chairs are delicate and will make
some noise when seated in. Please note there is a weight
limit of 300lbs on the couch, and 200lbs on the chairs.

Collection notes:
Rug is 5ftx7ft

COLLECTION D.
—

WICKER COUCH + CHAIR + CREAM RUG | $110

Collection notes:
By nature, wicker chairs are delicate and will make
some noise when seated in. Please note there is a weight
limit of 300lbs on the couch, and 200lbs on the chairs.

COLLECTION F.
—

WOODEN CENTERPIECES (4) + AUTUMN RUG + WICKER SEAT | $75

COLLECTION E.
—

AUTHENTIC, VINTAGE CHESTS (ALL 4) | $70

Collection notes:
Rug is 5ftx7ft

COLLECTION G.
—

AUTHENTIC, VINTAGE CHEST + RED/BLUE RUG | $60

Collection notes:
Rug is 4ftx6ft

COLLECTION I.
—

PEACOCK CHAIR + RUG OF CHOICE | $150

COLLECTION H.
—

MACRAME + TRIANGLE WOODEN ARBOR | $220
MACRAME ONLY: $100

Collection notes:
This wooden triangle arbor was handmade and
stands about 8ft tall when assembled. Instructions and
hardware come with it and must be returned in like
new condition. Macrame was also handmade!

Collection notes:
By nature, peacock chairs are delicate. Please note
there is a weight limit of 200lbs on the peacock chair.

TABLE TOPS

COVERS 10 TABLES!

FLORA CENTERPIECE COLLECTION | $85
—
- 1 CLEAR GLASS JAR PER TABLE
- 1 DRIED BUNDLE OF FLOWERS PER TABLE
- 1 CANDLE STICK + 1TAPER CANDLE
- 1 TABLE RUNNER
- COPPER CARD HOLDER FOR YOUR TABLE NUMBERS

Collection notes:
This collection comes with prearranged neutral, dried floral
bundles resting in various clear
glass jars for the dreamiest focal
point for your centerpieces.
Max order: 2, covering 20 tables

COVERS 10 TABLES!

SWEETHEART TABLE COLLECTION | $75
—
6 GLASS VASES WITH DRIED FLOWERS
6 CANDLESTICK HOLDERS
6 TAPER CANDLES
2 TABLE RUNNERS OF YOUR CHOICE
1 TALL CLEAR GLASS FOR BOUQUET

DIY CENTERPIECE COLLECTION | $75
—
- 3 CLEAR GLASS JARS PER TABLE
- 1 CANDLE STICK + 1 TAPER CANDLE
- 1 TABLE RUNNER
- COPPER CARD HOLDER FOR YOUR TABLE NUMBERS

Collection notes:
Your flowers needed! This collection allows
for you and your florist to run with the
colors and blooms you want, while offering
the missing pieces to the centerpieces.
Max order: 2, covering 20 tables

ALL ITEMS

DRIED FLORALS
—

HANDMADE DRIED FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS
LARGE | $100
SMALL | $75
BUNDLE BOTH | $150
Collection notes:
These hand-assembled dried florals are the
statement piece for any space. They are secured
in floral foam and plastic floral cages. For
installation, use zip ties or string and attach to
floral cage.

WOODEN ARCHES BACKDROP | $200
—
HANDMADE WOODEN SCALLOPED ARCHES
- STAND UP ON THEIR OWN
- 2 DUSTY SALMON, 1 CREAMY BEIGE, 2 OFF WHITE

GOLDEN DECORATIVE
CHALICE | $15 FOR 6

COPPER TABLE NUMBER
HOLDERS | $10 FOR 10

WOODEN TRIANGLE ARBOR | $125
—
BLUE & PINK BULB JARS | $15
FOR ALL 4

THIN GLASS VASES | $30 FOR
SET OF 15

HANDMADE WOODEN TRIANGLE ARBOR
- STAND UP ON IT’S OWN, APPROX. 8FT TALL

CANDLESTICK HOLDERS
| $3 EACH (14 TOTAL)
- SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE SIZES

WHITE TAPER CANDLES |
FREE WITH HOLDER RENTAL
- MUST NOT BE LIT! FOR DECOR ONLY

TABLE RUNNERS
—

HAND-DYED FIBERS, SLIGHTLY VARYING IN LENGTH
- 3 COLOR OPTIONS:
DUSTY SALMON (13) RUST (2) BEIGE- CREAM (4)

MIX & MATCH CLEAR GLASS JARS | $25 PER DOZEN
- SMALL, MEDIUM & LARGE VASES
- RECYCLED GLASSWARE & LIQUOR BOTTLES

AUTUMN RUG
5X7FT | $40

LIGHT BLUE AREA RUG
6X9FT | $60

CREAM RUG
5X7FT | $40

RENT THE TRIO! $120

RENT THE TRIO! $160

RED & GOLD AREA RUG
7X11FT | $75

AUTHENTIC VINTAGE
RED & CREAM
PINSTRIPE STATEMENT
CHAIR | $30

RED & BLUE AREA RUG
4X6FT | $50

RED & BLACK AUTUMN RUG
5X7FT | $50

REVELRY WEDDING DRESS | $300
—
STATEMENT CLEAR GLASS JARS + DRIED FLORAL BUNDLE
- $5 PER ITEM
- MAXIMUM ORDER, 22

- SIZE 5/6, FITS ADULT S/M
- STUNNING LACE DRESS, IN LIKE NEW CONDITION
- OFF THE SHOULDER STRAPS + PARTIALLY OPEN BACK
- UNALTERED, MUST NOT BE PERMANENTLY ALTERED
- GENTLY SPOT CLEAN AFTER WEARING—GARMENT WILL BE DRY
CLEANED AFTER RETURNED

FAQ’S

info

IS THERE A REWARDS
PROGRAM I CAN JOIN?
Yes! When you book your rental items with
Bohio, you will receive a 20% OFF coupon for
your next event!

HOW WILL I RECEIVE
THE ITEMS I RENT?

When you recommend a friend to Bohio and
they book using your name as a reference, you
receive an additional 20% OFF (and yes, they
can be combined!!).

You have 2 options!
A. | You can pick up/drop off rented items
at our storage location (aka India’s home) in
Reynoldsburg, OH for no additional fee.

SHOULD I POST ABOUT
THE ITEMS?

B. | One of our team members can drop off up
rented items at a location of your choice for an
additional fee.

Please do!! Friends, family and clients can post
any images taken featuring Bohio items and tag
@bohio_rentals on Instagram.

Please note, drop off/pickup fees have a flat
rate of $100 for any location within 40miles of
Columbus, OH. Mileage outside of that range
is charged at $.56 per mile.

SHOULD I CLEAN THE
RENTED ITEMS?
To keep these items in the best condition
possible (and prolong their life cycle!) items
should be gently cleaned before returning.
- Fabric items and area rugs should be spot
cleaned only, do not wash—we’ll take care of
that!
- Glassware should be rinsed and gently
handled in transit
- Dried flowers should be handled as delicately
as possible to ensure their shape integrity
- Wicker items can be gently wiped down
No items should be exposed to rain, sleet or
snow for a prolonged period of time.

We love when you love working with us!

WHAT HAPPENS IF AN
ITEM BREAKS?
Please handle all items with caution and care as
if they were your own!
If for whatever reason, any equipment suffers
damage, loss or destruction, you would pay the
necessary costs to replace item(s) at retail value.
Additional info on this will be listed in the
contract signed at the time of booking.

HOW LONG DO I GET
THE ITEMS FOR?
Unless otherwise stated, all pricing listed lets
you rent that item for 48hrs. If additional time is
needed, it will be added at a custom rate.
At this time, there is no discount for
returning an item prior to 48hrs—thanks for
understanding!

India Jade, LLC | Bohio Rentals
indiajadeorban.com/bohio
indiajadephoto@gmail.com

